
have a backache / feel tired have a bloody nose / feel dizzy have a broken leg / feel painful

have a bruise / feel painful have chills / feel cold have a cold / feel tired

have a cough / feel terrible have a cramp / feel painful have a cut / feel painful

have an earache / feel terrible have a fever / feel nauseous have a headache / feel dizzy

have knee pain / feel bad have a runny nose / feel cold have allergies / feel terrible



have a sore throat / feel painful have a sprain / feel painful have a stomachache / feel nauseous

have a stuffy nose / feel bad have a sunburn / feel painful have a toothache / feel terrible

have a pimple / feel like dying a broken heart / feel like dying have a butt ache / feel terrible

Hospital Role Play

Materials:
1. Small Clipboards – If possible try to have one for every doctor. I teach classes of 36 so I
       divide them like this…12 Doctors and 24 Patients (It’s OK if you can’t get them, just stack the 

doctor forms on the table)   
2. Bill forks: One for each “hospital”. I have six group tables in my classrooms so I have six
       “hospitals”. Only use the bill forks if you think the students are mature enough not to hurt
       themselves. Otherwise, stack the patient forms on the table.

Contents and Prep –
Pages 1 – 2 : Ailment cards – Cut them out and laminate if possible, or glue them on cardstock.

Pages 2 – 3 : Instructions

Pages 4 and 5: Doctors’ forms and Patients’ forms – If possible, print them out on the same 
paper (doctors’ form on one side and patients’ form on the other). Matching up both sides is a 
bit of a headache but it saves paper. Cut the four smaller pages apart. Stack a few pages



together (doctor forms side up) and clip them onto the clip boards. If you aren’t printing them 
on the same page then clip the doctor forms onto the boards and put stacks of the patient 
forms on each table (“hospital”). 

Pages 6 – 7 : Doctors’ headgear – Cut out the circles and strips. Laminate if possible. Attach the 
circles to the middle of the strips and then attach the ends of the strips. Make enough for each 
doctor. Of course this isn’t necessary but the kids like to wear them : )

Page 8 : Hospital name cards – You can change the hospital names to local ones where you are 
or just make up crazy names.

Role play instructions:

1. Divide your classroom into different hospitals. Section them off clearly. I have six group 
tables so I don’t need to change any tables around. Put a hospital name card, a bill fork and 
a stack of patient forms (if you have printed them separately) on each table . 

2. Appoint doctors and give them the headgear and clipboards. Make sure they bring a pen! 
Divide the doctors evenly among the hospitals (I had two doctors at each hospital). They 
should occupy opposite sides of the table. My classrooms have group tables that 
accommodate six children, three chairs on each side. I place two chairs facing each other 
and the third chair facing out, away from the table. This is the “waiting” area. The “doctor” 
sits on the 1st chair and waits for a patient.

3. Have the rest of the students line up to “register” at the front desk (they should each take 
a pen with them). The teacher hands out the ailment cards to the “patients” in line.  
Patients then go off to any hospital they like and see any doctor that is available. There 
should be a seat for every student so if a doctor is busy with a patient and there is already 
another patient(s) occupying the chairs in the “waiting room” he should go to another 
hospital that has an empty chair.

4. The doctor and patient has a conversation and the doctor asks the appropriate questions 
to obtain the required info and writes it down on the doctor form. The patient uses the info 
on the card to answer the doctor’s questions. Students should feel free to embellish and 
go beyond the dialogue that they learned. Tell patients to “ham it up” and really act out 
the ailment. When they get into character it can be quite humorous : D

5. The doctor then gives his advice and a prescription, which he writes on the form. After 
signing the form, he gives the form to the patient who then turns it over and fills out the 
patient form (or takes it from the stack on the table). Patients should leave the hospital 
before filling it out so that it doesn’t take time away from the other patients.

6. When patients are done filling out the form they should bring it back to the hospital and 
pin it on the bill fork. If the forms are separate they should pin both of them. They have a 
lot of creative freedom with this form, I’ve had students complain that the doctor wasn’t 
friendly, was smelly or a quack! When finished they should go back to the teacher to return 
their ailment card and to get a different one. This time they go to a different hospital.

7. Continue until each patient has visited every hospital or time is up. Collect the materials 
and the forms. Tally the number of positive reviews and negative reviews. The hospital 
with the most positive reviews is the number one hospital! You can give prizes to the 
doctors if you like.



Patient’s Name ___________

What’s the matter?
______________________

How does he/she feel?
______________________

Prescription or advice:
          
           _________________

 ______________________

Signature ______________

Patient’s Name ___________

What’s the matter?
______________________

How does he/she feel?
______________________

Prescription or advice:
          
           _________________

 ______________________

Signature ______________

Patient’s Name ___________

What’s the matter?
______________________

How does he/she feel?
______________________

Prescription or advice:
          
           _________________

 ______________________

Signature ______________

Patient’s Name ___________

What’s the matter?
______________________

How does he/she feel?
______________________

Prescription or advice:
          
           _________________

 ______________________

Signature ______________



Doctor’s Name ___________

Hospital’s Name
______________________

Did you like your doctor?
❑  Yes                   
❑  No

Why or why not?
  
 ______________________

Signature ______________

Doctor’s Name ___________

Hospital’s Name
______________________

Did you like your doctor?
❑  Yes                   
❑  No

Why or why not?
  
 ______________________

Signature ______________

Doctor’s Name ___________

Hospital’s Name
______________________

Did you like your doctor?
❑  Yes                   
❑  No

Why or why not?
  
 ______________________

Signature ______________

Doctor’s Name ___________

Hospital’s Name
______________________

Did you like your doctor?
❑  Yes                   
❑  No

Why or why not?
  
 ______________________

Signature ______________







Zhuhai Hospital

People’s Hospital

Sunshine Hospital

Best Health Hospital

Cheap Hospital

Crazy Hospital


